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There can be no mistaking, these have been the strangest times in our recent history. We have all had such 
diverse and different experiences of the COVID19 Pandemic - from peaceful time at home, to extremes of health 
and economic loss. If you have stayed connected with us online, you know that Althea has continued to hold our 
enduring belief that all is one in Spirit. From our online classes, Sunday Gatherings and our compassionate caller 
program to the simple daily commitment of so many of you to take everything in life as a lesson for the soul's 
growth, Althea remains a strong and committed community. 
 
What will our near future look like? It's simple: no one knows. As small groups practicing extremes of social 
distancing become allowed, we will likely not be early adopters. To have to pick and choose who can come to 
what or make our offerings first come first served, in a setting with huge complexity - using bathrooms, entering 
and exiting, passings each other in rows, etc - it seems wiser to wait until there are more definitive guidelines for 
safety. 
 
We need to practice what we teach more than ever. Now is the time to reach out to others in the community, 
invigorate your spiritual practice and routines of study, prayer, meditation and bringing heart and soul to daily 
life. 
 
In time, we will get to a new normal. Until then, we need your online engagement, your donations and your 
loving connection. 
 
You will have our follow up and service through newsletters, facebook and online events. 
 
This is a time in which we can choose great awakening and it will happen for each of us as we are able, if we 
trust in Spirit and look for the lessons every day through love and listening. 
 
Blessings, 
Jonathan 

 

Before we celebrate Althea’s achievements in 2019, let’s address the question on everyone’s mind: When will 
things get back to normal? “Normal” does not apply anymore for anything. All of us walk a strange path, and 
many unknowns cloud the road ahead. Activities will resume when, to the best of its ability, Althea can meet its 
number one priority: your personal safety and the safety of our community. The consciousness of Althea would 
not put others at risk to selfishly satisfy a constitutional right. 

In the meantime, though some expenses have been reduced, Althea still has business responsibilities: 
maintaining the building and grounds; managing tenants; paying bills and salaries. Like thousands of other 
businesses and families, attendance and income have fallen. We, too, are struggling. And we are sensitive to 
those who would like to give, but can’t. If you believe in Althea’s mission, if your life has improved because of 
Althea, keep it simple: No matter how much you give, give from your heart. 

Though times seem dark, we are one with Infinite Light, Creativity, Abundance and Love. So rejoice! Put this 
relationship to work (or play). This is everyone’s responsibility and joy. And with everyone’s help and heart, 
Althea’s doors will reopen for the business of laughter, spiritual exploration, community, and who knows, maybe 
even hugs. 

Thanks to you all! 
Rick Kitzman 
Althea Board President 
 
 
 

Strange Times – Staying Together 
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People of wondrous diversity make Althea, well, Althea—a vibrant 

and unique Colorado oasis of spiritual exploration. In 2019, 

because of you, Althea’s achievements soared!  

 

Today, we live in a bizarre world almost beyond belief. Celebrating 

our achievements may be more needed now than ever before. They 

remind us of our astonishingly creative capabilities, of our 

resiliency in the face of difficulties, of our love for each other and for Althea.  So let’s celebrate! 

 

Althea’s First Annual Abundance Auction! 
Due to everyone’s contributions in about thirty minutes, the community raised over $60,000 to 

meet our Historic Denver grant requirement with $15,000 already in it! This thrilling event 

astonished even our auctioneer Jennifer Clifford, whose excitement and expertise facilitated 

blowing the roof off everyone’s expectations. And it’s a good thing, because that grant, now 

underway, fixes the roof above the dining room (this project has been delayed due to the COVID-

19 pandemic). 

 

Attendance 
No surprise to anyone who attends Althea, our average attendance for a regular Sunday service 

increased 50%(!) from 100+ at the beginning of 2019 to an average of 150 in January 2020! Our 

weekly donations rose from a monthly average of $5,000 in the beginning of 2019 to almost 

$6,400 a year later! 

 

Althea Volunteers - Our Greatest Asset!  
Without your hard work, loving dedication, countless hours and talented expertise, the building 

has little purpose. Services, lunch and much more would be less fun and wonderful. The joy of the 

Althea experience simply would not exist. THANK YOU, THANK YOU, THANK YOU!  

 

Our Board Members are also volunteers. Here’s a brief list of their achievements (generated from 

The 7 Priorities shared with the congregation) and a way to get to know them a little better. 

 

A Message  
from  

the Board 
President 
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Rick Shaffer – Vice President: Instrumental in meetings with Historic Denver and Colorado 

Historical Society for getting our latest grant; continues to manage our greeters for a warm Althea 

welcome. 

David Chapman – Treasurer: Reorganized our accounting procedures and document efficiency; 

hired a new bookkeeper for improved service. 

Ginny Castleberry – Secretary: Along with Board achievements – volunteer wish lists, new sign up 

platform, spring cleaning, events – she contracted for a few months to streamline our business 

processes, an incredible effort and a loving use of her professional expertise for which Althea is 

ever grateful. (The best solution determined three separate roles: Community Manager, Building 

Maintenance and Volunteer Coordinator, which have been filled).   

Kathryn MacKay – member: Planned our successful Festival for the Soul; responsible for 

improving our membership drives and our heartfelt New Member Sundays; and for the past six 

years, always a loving, humorous, steady influence. (She’s not going anywhere, but the Board will 

miss her.) 

Darrell Johnson – member (also part of the Staff): In charge of Building Maintenance and all 

vendors, contractors and project volunteers; manages a team including Aaron Kestleroot and 

Brian Hirschorn that achieves innumerable improvements to the Center like painting and flooring, 

monitoring the boiler, fixing the fridge, ensuring cleaning procedures and watering our jungle - the 

list, along with his (and Jason’s) passionate dedication and generous donations, is endless. 

Charlie Foster – member: With his tech know-how, instrumental in providing information for 

future implementation of electronic giving such as DipJar; his healthcare background will be a 

much needed expertise when Althea reopens. 

 

Staff 

Courtney Leduc – Children’s Program: Courtney brought heart, 

passion and creativity to our Sunday School for kids laying the 

groundwork for a future generation of empowered people. The 

Compassionate Warrior Awareness Children’s Workshop and a 

highly successful summer camp added to her weekly Sunday 

successes attended by an average of 12 children.  
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Susan Stites – Community Manager: Susan took over management of operations, marketing and 

events, bringing Althea into the 21st century. Her expertise on social media yields amazingly 

creative results. On the front end, Susan makes sure Sunday services flow smoothly. On the back 

end, she juggles the daily challenging and changing requests – the nuts and bolts of running the 

business of Althea – with professionalism and efficiency. 

Sarma Ilgenfritz – Volunteer Coordinator: Sarma manages our Volunteers with great heart and 

skill, and has succeeded to grow and maximize our wonderful volunteer force.  

Tim Wilson – Mariposa: The creator and director of our LGBTQ program continues to celebrate 

diversity, enlightening us all with issue-driven creative forums and speakers.  

Barbara Bouche – Women’s Homeless Initiative: Barbara’s indomitable, generous and loving spirit 

drives our participation in this program giving women in our community a helping hand. Twice a 

month Althea hosts the ladies for a safe overnight stay and good meal. 

Jason Hernandez – Sounds of Althea: With limited resources but dogged dedication, Jason has 

done a standout job of making the sound system work almost perfectly.  

The Kitchen - No doubt about it, lunch was a noisy, laughter-filled family get together, and a 

highlight of Althea's service. Chefs Tom and Kerry filled us with tasty, healthy food. The help of 

Jeanne May, Kerry Hopfner, Barbara and Sarma ensured an organized delivery for our enjoyment. 

And GREAT THANKS to all the volunteers and dishwashers that assisted set up and clean up! 

 

The Building  

Our beloved home needed improvements on an expensive daily basis. But we came through! We 

paid our insurance for 2020, a cost of $19,000. We spent $4,000 on trimming the 14th Avenue 

trees demanded by the city. The organ and upstairs balcony seats were cleaned. With generous 

private donations, funds were earmarked to deep clean the kitchen. Some of those funds will be 

used for future improvements to the sound system; in the meantime, Jason and Darrell have 

successfully tweaked it. The parking lots were partially repaved, the boiler maintenance was 

mended to behave itself, air conditioning and heating improvements were implemented, flooring 

and painting vastly improved the second floor. 
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Other Improvements 
Our monthly tenants and event rentals increased. Due to Susan and Darrell, Althea now has a long-

term renter: St. Francis is moving their Employment Center and will occupy most of the second 

floor, providing a nice monthly revenue stream. 

 

Althea has become quite technically savvy. We have implemented creative ways to pay for classes 

or donate electronically. The Square payment system is now used for all events onsite and for 

registration online. We’ve set up donations through King Soopers, Amazon Smile and will 

investigate other platforms. 

 

Special services – Easter, Earth Day, Winter’s Gift, Christmas Eve – were beautiful and incredibly 

well attended. 

 

And Jonathan! What a treasure is our Spiritual Director. His Sunday Experience, unique classes, 

inspiring messages and heart centered leadership have helped make Althea what it is today. 

Indeed, each of you have helped make Althea what it is today: a diverse and loving community 

expressing Oneness. We are all truly blessed.  

So let us envision next year’s general meeting 

when we will gather together physically in our 

beloved spiritual home to celebrate the 

achievements of 2020. Won’t that be an 

amazing family reunion! 

 

With peace and appreciation,  

Rick Kitzman 

Althea Board President  

 

"Service is the Loving Energy of our Interconnection made visible. 
Be generous with the world and the world will become 

beautiful and abundant for you." 
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Dear Altheans and Friends of Althea! 2019 was another 

landmark year for our community growth, impact and success in 

serving our mission to bring teachings and experiences to the 

Colorado community that awaken people to the spirit of 

Oneness in all.  

 

Our Sunday attendance has grown to record numbers, averaging between 130 and 170 people. 

Not long ago, those were the numbers we saw at special events. Our community has matured and 

diversified with more families, more young people, and more people of different backgrounds 

attending than ever.  

 

Classes are well attended, and we’ve had extremely successful events, 

including the Pouria Montesauri-Rumi event, a wildly successful 

Christmas, Easter, Day of the Dead, Earth Day, Winter’s Gift, Festival of 

the Soul and our first truly international event: New York Times best-

selling author Gregg Braden.  We have a wonderful Sunday experience 

committee including Liz Pickard, Sonja Chapman, Barbara Vaille, 

Rebecca Dupman, Darell Johnson, and myself. They have been diligent 

and engaged all year with great results. 

 

Among our amazing events was the truly miraculous, first ever Annual 

Althea Abundance Auction that raised 100% of the funds needed to 

secure a new $200,000 grant for final renovations to our roof. The 

miracle occurred within a powerful Sunday gathering and a 30 minute 

window! Great love and excitement and a joyful energy was felt by all.  

Much of the success at these great events is attributed to our amazing 

volunteers, as well as new leadership that we have in the community. Susan Stites leads the way 

behind marketing, events, new branding and rentals. Darrell Johnson, supported by Aaron 

Kesteloot and Brian Hirschorn, has worked tirelessly and meticulously to ensure that our building 

and all of its facilities are in the best possible condition given challenging circumstances to meet 

the needs of our community. Courtney LeDuc ran an unforgettable year of children’s programming 

A Message 
from  

Jonathan 

“It is not a religion we 

are making, it is a life.” 

- Nona Brooks 
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with endless treats and crafts and wonderful connections. Susan‘s magical marketing talents have 

grown our newsletter and Facebook platform dramatically and with more effectiveness than ever. 

At the end of 2019, we welcomed our new Volunteer Coordinator, Sarma Ilgenfritz, who has 

masterfully brought a new sense of calm, order and inspiration to our gracious volunteers and 

their generous efforts.  

 

Teams like our kitchen volunteers, our Sunday experience committee, our Prayer Partners, and so 

many other volunteer groups and individuals have brought life, meaning, connection, and 

beautiful enthusiasm to everything we offered. Our new visitors frequently remark about the 

compassion and acceptance they feel within our community.  

 

Althea also started to diversify its programming in 2019, including unique activities like group 

shamanic journeys, nature rituals, and a travel-based experience in Canada. New teachers 

facilitated new small groups and workshops, and have been appreciated and celebrated.  

The joyful Soul Shine Jamboree continues to succeed and rock on. 

 

Althea’s refreshed board, elected and/or appointed one year ago, has worked well together in the 

spirit of compassion, humor and collaborative support. Due to their unconditional love for the 

Althea Center, they have proudly advanced the community in many positive ways. Every board 

member has contributed greatly. Rick Shaffer continues his attentive Sunday morning 

stewardship of ushers and greeters. Ginny Castleberry (who deserves a special thank you for 

unseen work and effort), oversaw the office and administrative re-organization and streamlining.  

Treasurer David Chapman brought professional order and consistency to our financial statements. 

In addition to maintaining the building, Darrell Johnson gives his expertise in those maintenance 

decisions. Kathryn MacKay organized the successful Festival of the Soul as well as membership 

Sundays. Newcomer Charlie Foster has provided new perspectives and enthusiasm.  President 

Rick Kitzman has demonstrated a new spirit of transparency and communication with our 

community by sharing board priorities and ongoing progress. Chef Tom 

continues serving our hugely popular lunch program. Alternate Chef Kerry 

provided his services for free and with a new splash of talent and flavor. Again, 

special gratitude goes to our kitchen helpers, workers and volunteers. 
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Our deep spiritual work and the growing energy of community and connection would never have 

blossomed without the generous donations of many individuals, couples and families. From 

special gifts to the auction, to Sunday giving and our online contributors, we have been able to face 

our financial challenges and meet them.   

 

Through 2019, our Integrative Spiritual Practitioner Program delivered extraordinarily talented 

volunteers who have made a positive difference, leading events and helping run special 

workshops and experiences from behind the scenes and now more often at the front of the room! 

Joni K, Corrina P, Liz P, Courtney L, Sonja C, Sue H, Kathy H, Rebekah A, Pam G, Beka D, and other 

past ISP students have all been a part of leading Sunday Services, special events like Dia De Los 

Muertos, Solstice, and so many other wonderful additions.  

 

Althea proudly continues to be a home for the Sisters of Color United for Education Program and 

the Women’s Homelessness Initiative (under the tireless leadership of Barbara Bouche). We 

support many other endeavors through offering volunteers and low cost or zero cost rentals for 

social impact events. Under the amazing leadership of Tim Wilson, the LGBTQ Mariposa program 

at Althea has expanded its reach, preparing for a stunning 2020 with two major events.  

 

 

 

 

Keeping Spirit and awakening to the oneness of all is at the heart of what we do. Althea excitedly 

looks forward to 2020 and what new things may come. With the support of a newly formed 

“Pillars Committee,” a mixture of long time and newer community members that are involved in 

advising on building Althea’s financial sustainability, we will face some big challenges in the 

months to come. We will also see a significant change as we take on a major renter, The St. Francis 

Center, in our upstairs units.  

 

It is no secret that our nearly 100-year-old historic building went decades without any significant 

maintenance or upkeep. Over the last five years we have faced and braced for the expensive costs 

of this deterioration on a monthly basis. We have grown in income and attendance, but we have 

“Awakening the Spirit of Oneness in All” 
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also grown in need. There can be no future without sustaining important staff, talented people 

who are paid a fair wage. This remains our primary growing challenge. To balance the need for a 

fully staffed team with the endless costs of the building, both in terms of basic maintenance and 

renovation is daunting but not impossible with love and creativity!  

 

Althea is looking to implement a new membership model. We hope that 100% of our regularly 

attending community will select some level of monthly giving so that we can have a predictable 

budget and the ability to plan and manage growing needs. These members will in return no longer 

be asked to give at other regular points of experience, and many Althea experiences will be 

included in the membership.  

 

Althea is also looking forward to the continued diversification of leadership. We want to recognize 

our general manager, Susan, as a central leader in the community. We also want to share our 

schedule of teaching and counseling: new teachers will bring new energy, new ideas and a 

sustainable approach to teaching and service, meeting the needs of more community members. 

These two goals benefit everyone.  

 

The past year gifted us with many wonderful surprises and extraordinary advances. If we open 

our hearts and minds to explore the vast and wonderful possibilities held in Spirit, as a community 

we can bring them to life in 2020 to ensure Althea remains a loving home for spiritual seekers for 

decades to come.  

 

Blessings all ways, 

Jonathan 

Althea Spiritual Director 
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"The funny thing is that most of us are driven by the search for answers,  

when it’s the very act of questioning that opens The Doors of Life. 

 After learning long enough and finding all the answers we can find, it’s questions we return to.  

Curiosity is the path of the Brilliant, and Mystery is the home of the Wise." 

- Dr. Jonathan 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All of you who value and support Althea need to know that we are struggling financially, 
especially now during COVID.  We need donations more than ever.  The AGM financial 
statements paint a rosier picture because they show things before the full impact of 
COVID.  Yes, expenses have decreased since we haven't been holding services at the building, 
but our income from building rentals, events, and Sundays have decreased as well.  Our actual 
net loss for March was $6,169, and future monthly net losses could be higher.  This trend may 
continue until we are all back safely in the building, which could be a long time away.  This 
would be the ideal moment for our members to sign up for a monthly giving, and you will find 
a link to sign up here.  Also, if you have the ability, please consider increasing your regular 
monthly amount – even if it’s only $20 more. Every regular and increased donation helps 
more than you can imagine. 
 

Althea Needs Your Financial Help 
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A Note on Finances 
from the Treasurer 

2019 Income 
and Expenses 

During 2019, the Althea Center continued good growth with improvement in overall gross total income. Even though expenses were higher, 

because of a Historic Denver grant received and the auction held in September, total net income showed a significant increase.  

 

Operating expenses in 2019 showed a significant increase in the areas of maintenance and repairs, and contract labor.  Much needed repairs 

were necessary for the building and contract labor was required for some of the repairs. Additionally, contract labor costs included 

personnel for the organizational duties and transition at mid-year to our current Community Manager. 

 
- The investment account had a year-end balance of $85,153 
- Year-end cash total was $79,614 
- 55% increase in Net Income in comparison to 2018 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

55% 
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2019 Income 
Total = $438,362 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

- Gross total income = $438,362, a 19% increase from 2018 
 

- Sunday contributions = $77,601, a 22% increase from 2018 
 

- Individual donations = $57,342, a 13% decrease from 2018 
 

- Class revenue = $52,111, a 37% decrease from 2018 
 

- The auction in September netted Althea $60,450 
 

- One Historic Denver grant was received for $76,546 
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2019 Expenses 
Total = $367,794 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- Overall operating expenses (eg, accounting, insurance, janitorial and trash removal, building maintenance, office  
supplies, telephone, utilities) increased 27% to $145,030 
 

- Personnel expenses (eg, salaries, contract labor, payroll taxes) increased 16% to $181,944 
 

- Program expenses (class, food, kitchen supplies, musicians, program supplies, etc.) decreased 23% to $40,820 
 

- Total expenses increased 13% to $367,794 
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